
Together, Lenovo and  
Google for Education 
empower learning  
anytime, anywhere.
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With the right edtech tools, teachers can inspire 
curiosity, sparking the creative thinking and outside-
the-box learning needed for tomorrow’s career 
landscape. Whether learning takes place in the 
classroom, at home, or within a hybrid model, 
Lenovo and Google for Education nurture individual 
needs and enable students to learn better.

As learning evolves, Lenovo and Google for  
Education solutions are empowering educators and 
equipping students for what’s next. Each solution 
is designed to be easy to use, flexible, scalable, and 
secure—supporting connection and collaboration. 

Connection is critical.
81.3% of faculty are worried 
about ensuring students  
stay motivated and engaged 
before, during, and after class.1
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Lenovo and Google  
for Education 
Inspiring solutions for collaboration and creativity. 

Google Meet Series One Room Kits from  
Lenovo Education include all the tools educators  
need to create a successful hybrid classroom 
environment. With flexible configurations to suit  
spaces of every size, these kits are easy to procure, 
install, and maintain, enabling collaborative  
learning from anywhere. 

Everything needed  
for adaptive learning,  
all in one box.

THE MODERN CLASSROOM

• Chrome Education Upgrade unlocks the full capabilities of Chrome OS to  
 free up IT resources and give educators the time to focus on learning outcomes.
• Power and flexibility mean devices support new digital learning models and  
 adapt to how students learn—all with easy IT manageability.
• Affordability enables schools on any budget to provide more students with devices  
 and digital learning tools, helping to address hybrid learning equity issues.

LEARNING EVERYWHERE
• Reliable Intel® Wi-Fi 6 and 4G/LTE connectivity ensures an accessible  
 digital curriculum.
• Providing assistance with vision support, reading and understanding text,  
 hearing, and mobility needs, Google for Education solutions allow for  
 individualized, accessible learning. 
• Teachers can create engaging learning environments with Creativity apps for  
 Chromebook like Squid, Book Creator, and Explain Everything.
• With reinforced ports and hinges, these impact-tested and spill-resistant  
 devices are engineered for learning from anywhere..

COMPREHENSIVE SECURITY & PRIVACY
• Chrome OS, a proven, secure operating system, along with integrated  
 Lenovo security features like the webcam privacy shutter, keep students  
 and teachers protected. 
• With advanced security at its core, Chromebooks are built to keep schools  
 and students protected from evolving threats, both internally and online.
• Lenovo’s world-class services portfolio delivers end-to-end solutions,  
 including services that protect student and teacher data and devices.

At Lenovo, we are laser focused in our pursuit 
to support educators around the globe as they 
challenge themselves every day to reimagine 
and reinvent teaching in the modern classroom. 
Driven by innovation, our robust portfolio 
provides the devices, services, and software your 
education community needs to increase student 
engagement, ignite student potential, and connect 
to learners everywhere now and in the future.

• LanSchool teaching software helps guide  
 learning, increase collaboration and  
 maximize teaching time, putting technology  
 to work for both students and educators.

• Rely on end-to-end services and expert  
 support so you can focus on educating,  
 not IT management.

• Bring learning to life with VR Classroom 2,  
 sparking wonder with immersive experiences  
 that move beyond the classroom.



10e CHROME TABLET  
 
A just-right device for students  
on-the-grow
Weighing just over one pound yet boasting 
the largest display and slimmest profile in  
the category, the Lenovo 10e Chrome Tablet  
is a perfect fit for students of all ages, 
especially the youngest learners. Designed  
to take students from touch to typing to 
content creation, this durable tablet is built  
to inspire curious minds.

• 10.1” FHD display with DragontrailTM Pro glass 
• MIL-STD-810G durability with 360-degree  
 rubber bumpers and scratch-resistant  
 DragontrailTM Pro glass display
• 2MP front-facing and 5MP world-facing  
 camera 
• Superior battery life for all-day learning
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LENOVO 300e CHROMEBOOK GEN 3 
 
Designed to unleash creativity
The 11.6” HD IPS touch display of the  
Lenovo 300e Chromebook Gen 3 provides 
a tactile experience that will captivate the 
imagination of every student. Built to be  
as agile as today’s learners, its 360-degree 
Sync hinge allows for seamless transitions 
between use modes for every task.   

• AMD® 3015Ce processor 
• AMD Radeon™ graphics
• Optional 5MP world-facing camera
• Up to 64GB internal storage
• 11.6” HD IPS touch display with  
 Corning® Gorilla® Glass
• Wi-Fi 5 and Wi-Fi 6
• Optional 4G/LTE

LENOVO 100e CHROMEBOOK GEN 3 
 
Built for untethered learning
Because learning happens everywhere, 
students need a machine that’s ready where 
and when they need it. Featuring a robust 
AMD® 3015Ce processor and build for 
durability, the Lenovo 100e Chromebook 
Gen 3 is fast, secure, and built for bumps—
empowering students for uptime, any time. 

• 11.6” HD display
• 4GB of RAM
• 720p front-facing camera
• All-day battery life
• Wi-Fi 5 and Wi-Fi 6
• Optional 4G/LTE

Lenovo delivers robust Chrome devices built for the 
challenges of K-12 education at all levels—at any budget. 
With the right technology for every learning style, plus 
Google for Education solutions, students and teachers can 
unlock their potential and have the confidence to reach it. Best for K-12 students

Smarter fosters the 
future of learning.  



THINKPAD C13 YOGA CHROMEBOOK 
 
Multimode device that transforms  
to the task at hand
ThinkPad reliability meets powerful AMD 
Ryzen™ performance in this portable learning 
machine for teachers and students. Educators 
will love the 360˚ Yoga hinge for multimode 
use, touchscreen with optional garaged pen, 
and enhanced security features. 

• Up to AMD RyzenTM 7 3700C  
 Mobile Processor 
• AMD Radeon™ Graphics
• Up to 16GB DDR4 memory 
• Up to 256GB eMMC and M.2 PCIe  
 TLC SSD storage
• Fingerprint reader and webcam  
 privacy shutter

LENOVO 500e CHROMEBOOK GEN 3 
 
Powered by endless possibilities
Designed to accommodate any teaching 
style—and location, the lightweight, 
convertible Lenovo 500e Chromebook  
Gen 3 is purpose-built for versatility.  
Durable engineering and faster connectivity 
means teachers can maximize thier  
creativity in and out of the classroom. 

• Intel® Celeron® N5100 processor
• Up to 64GB internal storage
• Integrated Intel® UHD graphics 
• 11.6-inch HD IPS touch display
• 5MP front-facing and 5MP  
 world-facing camera
• MIL-SPEC-810H durability
• Wi-Fi 6 and optional 4G/LTE

LENOVO 14e CHROMEBOOK GEN 2 
 
Made for learning beyond  
classroom walls
Designed to help students and teachers 
thrive in classrooms without walls, the 
Lenovo 14e Chromebook Gen 2 fosters 
learning in any environment. Built on the 
popular Chrome platform, this light and 
durable device is packed with new features, 
delivering the power and versatility for  
every user to succeed.

• 2.3 GHz AMD® 3015Ce processor
• Up to 8GB of RAM
• Up to 64GB of storage
• MIL-STD-810H durability
• All-day battery life
• Wi-Fi 5 and Wi-Fi 6

Ideal for educators and administrators
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